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NEW WAYS OF WORKING
Travel restrictions and social distancing guidelines due to COVID-19
meant that our third and final training workshop needed to be held
virtually. Organised by the National University of Ireland, Galway this
workshop took place on 13 and 14 October and was followed by a
general Network Meeting on 15 October.
The topic of this workshop was "Stem Cell Technologies" and together
with the other two workshops organised by Utrecht University and the
University of Liverpool, it provided all ESRs with a basic knowledge of
the three RenalToolBox sub-disciplines: renal physiology and
pathology, in vivo imaging and stem/stromal cell technologies.
In addition to lectures ranging from GMP manufacturing of stromal
cells up to their application for different clinical indications, the
workshop also covered the fundamentals of IP management. We are
particularly grateful to our External Advisory Board members for their
talks at the workshop and for giving feedback on the progress of our
research programme so far.
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To try to understand the underlying mechanisms behind

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

this process, Ms. Hernández-Pichardo wants to get a better
grasp of what actually happens to MSCs as they reach the

Mapping the distribution of cell
therapies in organs

lungs and how they might actually influence what is
happening in the kidneys.

The use of imaging techniques in the RenalToolBox

In the first stages of her project, she is mapping the

One of the goals of RenalToolBox is to assess the safety and

distribution of the MSCs in the lungs.

efficacy of cell therapies based on mesenchymal stromal

Tagging cells and clearing tisses

cells (MSCs) and products derived from these cells, such as
extracellular vesicles (EVs).

With the help of Mr. Francesco Amadeo (ESR13), Alejandra
has tagged MSCs with a red fluorescent protein, enabling

In the network, a range of imaging modalities such as

them to be distinguished from endogenous lung cells when

magnetic resonance, ultrasound, photoacoustic and

imaged via optical microscopy. For the three-dimensional

bioluminescence imaging are used for two purposes: (1) to

imaging of whole lungs, a process called "clearing" is applied,

identify where cells go (for example, which organs they

which makes tissues more translucent and therefore easier

populate and how long they persist in these organs) and (2)

to image volumetrically. Currently, Alejandra is using a

to determine kidney health (for example, whether its

technique called CUBIC to clear the lungs (Figure 1a).

function or structure change after treatments based on cell
therapies).
To obtain a more detailed view of the organs, we also apply
advanced light microscopy methods that enables us to
visualise tissues at a higher resolutions. Two ESRs developing
these methods are Ms. Tiziana Picascia (University of
Heidelberg) who, among other things, is exploring a

Figure 1: images of lung tissue before (left) and after (right)
CUBIC clearing.

technique called expansion microscopy to achieve superresolution and Ms. Alejandra Hernández-Pichardo (University

Once the clearing step is completed, large volumes can be

of Liverpool), who is attempting to map the distribution of

imaged and Alejandra is using two state-of-the-art

MSCs in different organs.

instruments for that purpose, a high speed Dragonfly
microscope from Andor and a lightsheet microscope from

Understanding what happens to MSCs post
administration

Zeiss. Her initial data shows that she can indentfy the MSCs
in the lungs (Figure 2).

Drug-based therapies, when injected into the systemic
circulation via the intravenous route, will usually distribute
through all the body's tissues and reach all organs, including
the kidneys. Cell-therapies, on the hand, behave much
differently to small molecules, such as drugs, and it is well
documented that they won't usually distribute systemically.
There is strong evidence that MSCs, for example, get trapped
in the small capillaries of the lungs after intravenous
Figure 2: an area of a collapsed lung, imaged after clearing.
The green colour is endogenous lung tissue and red the MSCs.

injection, preventing them from reaching other organs. While
most of this evidence has been obtained in studies involving
rodents, there are suggestions that this happens in humans

Next steps:

as well.

Alejandra's short-term goals are to use antibody staining to
confirm the MSC nature of the cells and then to investigate

Interestingly, this does not appear to be a barrier for MSCs to

how they are interacting with specific components of the

exert a positive effect in renal disease. Published literature

host's immune system. In the long term, full mapping of the

and RenalToolBox's own studies suggest that despite not

structure of lungs and kidneys are expected.

reaching the kidneys, MSCs might still be an effective therapy
and help ameliorate renal injury, even if indirectly and over a

Learn more about Alejandra's experience as an ESR on page 4

long distance (for example from the lungs to the kidneys).

of this newsletter.
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ESR
VIEWS
LIFE IN THE
THE NETHERLANDS
KATERINA APELT

Katerina Apelt moved from Germany to
The Netherlands to join the RenalToolBox
at the Leiden University Medical Center
Given the unique opportunity to pursue a PhD at the LUMC in the
Netherlands through a MSC-ITN, filled me with pride and excitement;
not only I can call Leiden my new home but also, with this PhD, I am
part of a multidisciplinary network.
Having already successfully completed my Bachelor and Master
studies abroad, moving to a foreign country is not an unfamiliar
experience for me. Leiden, being a cosy, international student city, is
the perfect place to continue my journey. In Leiden, you feel the
cultural and educational spirit of the city at every corner. For example,
you will find poems, formulae, and facts about our world carefully
hand-painted on the walls of buildings visible to everyone.
Being fully dedicated to your research project, the last thing you
expect is disruption caused by a pandemic. Of course, the COVID-19
crisis caused a strong impact in the Netherlands as well, introducing a
lot of uncertainty in our daily lives and significantly changed our way
of working. Without any doubt the pandemic hampered our ability to
conduct wet lab experiments and adapting to the new situation
required restructuring of the laboratory organization. Fortunately, with
the support of my supervisors, priorities were set that allow me to
conduct research in safe manner which align with the new
circumstances. Having restricted access to the lab requires
planning upfront your experiments in detail, it became essential to
develop good time management and organization skills. Luckily, social
distancing does not implicate scientific distancing. The interaction
with team members were enabled through various online lab and
department meetings.

"In Leiden, you feel the
cultural and educational
spirit of the city at
every corner."

Even though this pandemic causes many unforeseen circumstances
that go hand in hand with huge challenges, it gives us a moment of
reflection to re-evaluate what matters the most to us. While scienceing from home, it made me realize how much I enjoy the practical lab
work. Certainly, pursing a scientific career in the midst of a pandemic
is an additional challenge that tests our resilience. Despite all the
negative news surrounding us, it will inevitably create new
opportunities we might not be aware of. With this in mind, my strong
focus is on completing the PhD successfully and taking one challenge
at a time.
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ESR
VIEWS
LIFE IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM
ALEJANDRA
HERNANDEZ
PICHARDO

Alejandra Hernandez Pichardo, originally from
Mexico, took a position at the
University of Liverpool (UK)
In June 2019, I moved to Liverpool to start my PhD as a fellow of the
MSCA RenalToolbox ITN. Although I had previous experience with
relocating, moving to a new country is always challenging. I had to
adapt to a difficult English accent, constant bad weather and people
asking: “You alright?” without really expecting an answer. All while
venturing into the graduate school struggles. Regardless, Liverpool is a
very welcoming city, and the University makes it easy to get involved. I
rapidly found people who shared my interests and felt at home.
In the lab, my supervisors and others in the team were very supportive
and willing to provide help and guidance from the beginning. These
fostered an environment in which I could swiftly acquire the technical
and theoretical skills to carry out my research. My project focuses on
using imaging technologies to evaluate the effects of Mesenchymal
Stromal Cells in animal models of kidney injury. To help reach this goal,
I travelled to Germany, where I learnt tissue clearing and 3D
microscopy protocols. I was on track to achieving my first milestones
when the Covid-19 pandemic hit the UK.
The British tendency to “Keep Calm and Carry On” resulted in the
University reducing operations for three months. Suddenly, I was stuck
at home, without the possibility of meeting friends, do any of the
activities I loved, and with the lab out of reach. During lockdown, I
reviewed the literature, attended webinars and online conferences,
shared my research online, did some writing, took online courses,
joined a hackathon (with other ESRs in the network) and established a
future collaboration. At the same time, I took the chance to spend time
on other things that really matter to me. Overall, I believe I managed to
get through lockdown successfully.

"Liverpool is a very
welcoming city, and the
University makes it
easy to get involved."

During this time of great uncertainty, the University did a good job at
keeping up with the changing advice from the government and safely
reopened research labs in July. Going back to campus was hardly
business as usual; the way we work had to change. Shift working, face
coverings, social distancing, occupancy monitoring, home office and
hand sanitizing have become part of the “new normal”. In research,
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ESR
VIEWS
LIFE IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM
ALEJANDRA
HERNANDEZ
PICHARDO (cont.)

planning ahead has always been important, but during these times, it
is essential. Despite the restrictions, I am happy to be back in the lab,
and my project is, slowly but surely, advancing.
Even though the uncertainty continues as the second wave threatens
the UK and increasing restrictions are implemented, everyone keeps
working hard to make sure that we achieve the network goals. An
example is that although the meetings organized by the network
cannot take place in person, we will pursue our program online.
This pandemic reassured me on my career choice. As demonstrated,
science must be at the forefront of decision making, and I am sure that
completing an MSCA ITN will provide me with the tools necessary to
continue my career as a researcher.

"I am sure that
completing an MSCA
ITN will provide me
with the tools
necessary to continue
my career as a
researcher."
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Periodic Report - 24 months
As we approach the end of the second year of the project, we will be submitting a
technical report and a financial statement to the EC as part of the Interim Check.
The technical report consists of explanations of the work carried out between 01
November 2018 and 31 October 2020 with an overview of the progress towards the
project objectives. This will be produced by the coordinator with input from all
beneficiaries and partners.
The financial statement is completed individually by each beneficiary via the grant
management system (on-line).
More information on deadlines for producing and reviewing these reports will be
circulated internally via our e-mail lists.

Our deliverables for the first half of 2021:
We have a set of research reports to be delivered by 30 April 2021. These are:
Completion of the prototype of the transcutaneous device (WP1).
Completed development of novel tracers (WP1).
Comparison of the properties of A-, BM-, UC- and S-MSCs (WP3)

Open Data:
A reminder that RenalToolBox is part of the EU's Open Research Data Pilot and as such
the whole consortium is committed to making research outputs originating from the
project open access. This includes not only the publications, but also the underlying
data associated with the publication.
To enable the wider research community to make most use of the data, it is important
to keep the FAIR principles in mind. Data needs to be findable, acessible,
interoperable and reusable. More information about these principles and the
RenalToolBox guidelines for open access can be found in our Data Management Plan,
accessible via the members area of the website.
Our repository of choice for datasets is Zenodo.

Social Networks: Keep Informed
The RenalToolBox has a presence on LinkedIn, FaceBook and Twitter. Don't forget to
follow us and to contribute with items of interest, future events and links to relevant news
stories. Please send your stories and contributions to the project manager.
https://twitter.com/renaltoolbox
https://www.facebook.com/renaltoolbox.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12139326/
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PUBLICATIONS
Congratulations to the teams at the University of Heidelberg and University of Utrecht for
their recent publications.
Sun Q., Picascia, T., Khan, S.M., Brenna, C., Heuveline, V., Schmaus, A., Sleeman, J.P., Gretz, N. Application of ethyl cinnamate
based optical tissue clearing and expansion microscopy combined with retrograde perfusion for 3D lung imaging.
Experimental Lung Research (2020), On-line ahead of print.
Abstract: Purpose: 3 D imaging of the lung is not a trivial undertaking as during preparation the lung may collapse. Also
serial sections and scans followed by 3 D reconstruction may lead to artifacts. The present study aims to figure out the best
way to perform 3 D imaging in lung research. Materials and Methods: We applied an optical tissue clearing (OTC) method,
which uses ethyl cinnamate (ECi) as a fast, nontoxic and cheap clearing solvent, for 3 D imaging of retrograde perfused lungs
by laser confocal fluorescence microscopy and light sheet fluorescence microscopy. We also introduced expansion
microscopy (ExM), a cutting-edge technique, in 3 D imaging of lungs. We examined and compared the usefulness of these
techniques for 3 D lung imaging. The ExM protocol was further extended to paraffin-embedded lung metastases blocks.
Results: The MHI148-PEI labeled lung vasculature was visualized by retrograde perfusion combined with trachea ligation and
ECi based OTC. As compared with trans-cardiac perfusion, the retrograde perfusion results in a better maintenance of lung
morphology. 3 D structure of alveoli, vascular branches and cilia in lung were revealed by immunofluorescence staining after
ExM. 3D distribution of microvasculature and neutrophil cells in 10 years old paraffin-embedded lung metastases were
analyzed by ExM. Conclusions: The retrograde perfusion combined with trachea ligation technique could be applied in the
lung research in mice. 3 D structure of lung vasculature can be visualized by MHI148-PEI perfusion and ECi based OTC in an
efficient way. ExM and immunofluorescence staining protocol is highly recommended to perform 3 D imaging of fresh fixed
lung as well as paraffin-embedded lung blocks.

Brenna C., Khan, A. M., Picascia, T., Sun, Q., Heuveline, V., Gretz N. New technical approaches for 3D morphological imaging
and quantification of measurements. The Anatomical Record (2020), 303, 2702-2715.
Abstract: 3D imaging is becoming more and more popular, as it allows us to identify interactions between structures in
organs. Furthermore, it gives the possibility to quantify and size these structures. To allow 3D imaging, the tissue sample has to
be transparent. This is usually achieved by using optical tissue clearing protocols. Although using optical tissue clearing often
results in perfect 3D images, these protocols have some pitfalls, like long duration of sample preparation (up to several weeks),
use of toxic substances, damage to antibody staining, fluorescent proteins or dyes, high refractive indices, and high costs of
sample processing.Recently we described [Huang et al., Scientific Reports 9(1): 521 (2019)] a fast, safe, and inexpensive ethyl
cinnamate (ECi) based optical tissue clearing protocol. Here, we present extensions of our protocol with respect to the
deparaffinization of old paraffin‐embedded samples allowing 3D imaging of the blocks. In addition, we learned to remove ECi
from the samples allowing the use of routine immunolabeling protocols. Furthermore, we demonstrate new pictures of lungs
after expansion microscopy and adaptation of already existing protocols. The aim of our work is, in summary, to describe the
advances in these methodologies, focusing on the morphological imaging of kidneys and lungs.

Mihaila, S. M., Faria, J., Stefens, M. F. J., Stamatialis, D., Verhaar, M. C., Gerritsen, K. G. F., Masereeuw R. Drugs commonly applied
to kidney patients may compromise renal tubular uremic toxins excretion. Toxins (2020), 12(6), 391.
Abstract: In chronic kidney disease (CKD), the secretion of uremic toxins is compromised leading to their accumulation in
blood, which contributes to uremic complications, in particular cardiovascular disease. Organic anion transporters (OATs) are
involved in the tubular secretion of protein-bound uremic toxins (PBUTs). However, OATs also handle a wide range of drugs,
including those used for treatment of cardiovascular complications and their interaction with PBUTs is unknown. The aim of
this study was to investigate the interaction between commonly prescribed drugs in CKD and endogenous PBUTs with
respect to OAT1-mediated uptake. We exposed a unique conditionally immortalized proximal tubule cell line (ciPTEC)
equipped with OAT1 to a panel of selected drugs, including angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs: captopril,
enalaprilate, lisinopril), angiotensin receptor blockers (ARBs: losartan and valsartan), furosemide and statins (pravastatin and
simvastatin), and evaluated the drug-interactions using an OAT1-mediated fluorescein assay. We show that selected ARBs and
furosemide significantly reduced fluorescein uptake, with the highest potency for ARBs. This was exaggerated in presence of
some PBUTs. Selected ACEIs and statins had either no or a slight effect at supratherapeutic concentrations on OAT1-mediated
fluorescein uptake. In conclusion, we demonstrate that PBUTs may compete with co-administrated drugs commonly used in
CKD management for renal OAT1 mediated secretion, thus potentially compromising the residual renal function.
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PUBLICATIONS (cont.)
Rendra, E., Scaccia, E., Bieback, K. Recent advances in understanding mesenchymal stromal cells. F1000 Research (2020),
9, 156
Abstract: Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) are among of the most studied cell type for cellular therapy thanks to the ease
of isolation, cultivation, and the high ex vivo expansion potential. In 2018, the European Medicines Agency finally granted the
first marketing authorization for an MSC product. Despite the numerous promising results in preclinical studies, translation
into routine practice still lags behind: therapeutic benefits of MSCs are not as satisfactory in clinical trial settings as they
appear to be in preclinical models. The bench-to-bedside-and-back approach and careful evaluation of discrepancies
between preclinical and clinical results have provided valuable insights into critical components of MSC manufacturing, their
mechanisms of action, and how to evaluate and quality-control them. We sum up these past developments in the
introductory section (“Mesenchymal stromal cells: name follows function”). From the huge amount of information, we then
selected a few examples to illustrate challenges and opportunities to improve MSCs for clinical purposes. These include tissue
origin of MSCs, MSC culture conditions, immune compatibility, and route of application and dosing. Finally, we add some
information on MSC mechanisms of action and translation into potency assays and give an outlook on future perspectives
raising the question of whether the future clinical product may be cell-based or cell-derived.

INNOVATIONS IN DIALYSIS
Nature Nephrology has recently published a focus issue on dialysis, which "describes the limitations of current dialysis and
vascular access modalities and highlights some of the innovative approaches that have potential to transform the lives of
patients with kidney failure worldwide, including novel devices, membrane technologies, water purification systems and
smart sensors for real-time patient monitoring".

This issue can be found under https://www.nature.com/collections/bjfifibafd.
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THE RENALTOOLBOX CONSORTIUM
The consortium consists of 9 beneficiaries and 6 partner organisations.

BENEFICIARIES

PARTNER ORGANISATIONS

Contents of this newsletter reflects only the
authors' view. The Research Executive Agency or
European Commission is not responsible for any
use that may be made of the information it
contains.
Edited by Arthur Taylor and Patricia Murray.
To subscribe to this newsletter write to
contact@renaltoolbox.org.

https://www.renaltoolbox.org

@renaltoolbox
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renaltoolbox.org

https://www.linkedin.com/
groups/12139326/
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